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“The price of wheat is expected to rise from October. ”

Future

If this report is 
trustworthy, ...

UP



People want to know the  future

economic 
trends

corporate 
management

voting trends 
in election



Data
Future Prediction



Research 
on 

future prediction
It is ...,

because ... . 

May/24/2020
“next year” “may”

 “is likely to”

SIM(E,D)

Future reference expressions



This could be used as a hint for predicting 
the future

They include the information which 
may happen in the future

Future reference expressions
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Type frequency Examples

time  
related 70

• 2014-Nen 3-gatsu kara 
                             (from month M year Y)
• kon-getsu chujun (this month)
• kongo (next in)  ... etc.

future 141
• mezasu (aim to) 
• hoshin (plan to) 
• - suru (do) 
• - iru (is/to be) ... etc.
•

Future reference expressions manually extracted 
from 270 sentences



occurrence frequency percentage (%)

one time 45

two times or more 55

Probability of occurrence of future 
reference words in sentences
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- Extract patterns of future reference expressions
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• Nippon Keizai Shimbun
• Asahi Shimbun
• Hokkaido Shimbun
• Mainichi Shimbun
• http://www.nikkei.com/
• http://www.asahi.com/
• http://www.hokkaido-np.co.jp/

Input data (News articles)

Future 
reference sentences

(130)
and

Non-Future 
reference sentences

(130)

http://www.nikkei.com
http://www


classification

Future 
reference  

expression
or

Non future 
reference

  expression

giving 
semantic roles

[Object]
[Action]
 [Agent]

 [Number]
 [Time]

  [State change]
...   etc.

Input data (News articles)

patterns of
future
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patterns of
non future
reference
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patterns



SPEC

Future 
reference  

expression
or

Non future 
reference

  expression

ASA

Input data (News articles)

patterns of
future

reference
or

patterns of
non future
reference

[Object]
[Action]
 [Agent]

 [Number]
 [Time]

  [State change]
...   etc.



Argument Structure Analyzer *

*http://cl.it.okayama-u.ac.jp/study/project/asa

- Construction of Argument Structure Analyzer -

<Output>
phrase semantic role

kinou (yesterday) : Time-Point
kare ha (he is) : Agent

   watashi ni (me)
tegami wo

: Patient
   tegamim wo (a letter) : Object
   okutta (sent) : State change -Change of position

<Input >
Japanese: Kinou kare ha watashini tegami wo okutta.
English: He sent me a letter, yesterday.

http://cl.it.okayama-u.ac.jp/study/project/asa


• We additionally applied post-processing rules to deal 
with compound words.

Additional Post-processing

use morphological labels 
     ([noun], [verb], etc.)

ASA:
   If no predicate phrase

[Noun]

Example:
      AAAI  Spring  Symposium 
 = [Noun]  [Noun]  [Noun]



Classifying into 
2  polarities

All patterns

patterns of 
polarity_1

patterns of 
polarity_2

Sentence Pattern Extraction arChitecture



- [kinou] [kare ha] [watashi ni] [tegami wo] [okutta]
- [kinou] ＊ [watashi ni] [tegami wo] [okutta]
- [kinou] [kare ha] ＊ [tegami wo] [okutta]
- [kinou] [kare ha] [watashi ni] ＊ [okutta]
- [kinou] ＊ [tegami wo] [okutta]
- [kinou] [kare ha] ＊ [okutta]
- [kinou] ＊ [okutta]

The patterns 
generated

[kinou]    [kare ha] [watashi ni] [tegami wo] [okutta]
[yesterday]     [he]         [me]         [a letter]     [sent]

Generating all patterns 



Experiment Setup

- 10-fold cross validation
- sophisticated patterns (with disjoint elements)

- Choose the most useful pattern
- Results calculated in F-score, Precision, Recall

- Classification using all patterns
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1000 Sentences 
from  News articles

3

Future reference 
sentences

Non-Future 
reference sentences

Ambiguous 
sentences (future 

or non-future )

１３０ ５４０ ３３０



Future reference 
sentences

Non-Future reference 
sentences

set50 set130

50
50

130

130



The results (F-score) for set50

0.710.70

all-patternsn-grams

Threshold (1~ -1)

score



Precision and Recall 
for set50

for all-pattens for n-grams

RecallPrecision

Threshold (1~ -1) Threshold (1~ -1)



The classifier 
with three different

versions of pattern list
for set50

length awarding in 
weight calculation 

for set50
all_patternszero_deletedambiguous_deleted

0.710.69 0.710.70

Threshold (1~ -1) Threshold (1~ -1)



set50 set130
all_patterns 0.71 0.7

zero_deleted 0.71 0.7
ambiguous_deleted 0.7 0.7

length_awarded 0.71 0.7
length_awarded_zero_deleted 0.71 0.69

length_awarded_ambiguous_deleted 0.7 0.7

Compare to F-scores set50 and set130



The examples of extracted patterns
occurrence Future Reference Patterns occurrence Non-Future Reference Patterns

46 [Action]*[State change] 5 [Place]*[Agent]

43 [Action]*[Object] 4 [Number]*[Agent]

42 [Action]*[Action] 4 [Verb]*[Artifact]

20 [State change]*[Object] 4 [Person]*[Place]

16 [State change]*[State change] 3 [Number]*[Agent]*[Action]

15 [Action]*[Object]*[State change] 3 [Adjective]*[State change]*[State 
change]

15 [Action]*[State change]*[No state 
change(activity)] 3 [Place]*[Place]*[No state 

change(activity)



Example1 Future Reference Patterns

[Object]*[Action]*[State change]



Pattern:
[Object] [Action] [Agent] [Number] [Time] [Action] [Number] [Number] [Time] 
[State change] 

Japanese:
Nesage jisshi wa shinki kanyuryo, kihon ryokin ga 12gatsu tsuitachi kara, tsuwa 
ryokin ga 1996yen 3gatsu tsuitachi kara no yotei.

English:
The price cut implementation is planned to apply to the new subscription fees, 
for the basic rate plan from December 1, for call charges from March 1, 1996.

Example1 Future Reference Patterns

[Object]*[Action]*[State change]



Pattern:
[Object] [Action] [Agent] [Number] [Time] [Action] [Number] [Number] [Time] 
[State change] 

Japanese:
Nesage jisshi wa shinki kanyuryo, kihon ryokin ga 12gatsu tsuitachi kara, tsuwa 
ryokin ga 1996yen 3gatsu tsuitachi kara no yotei.

English:
The price cut implementation is planned to apply to the new subscription fees, 
for the basic rate plan from December 1, for call charges from March 1, 1996.

time expressions, future reference expressions

Future Reference PatternsExample1



Example2 Future Reference Patterns

[Action]*[Object]*[State change]



Pattern:
[Action] [Number] [experiencer] [Time] [Object] [State change] 

Japanese:
Goukeishuturyoku wa 1man8sen-kirowatto de baidenshunyu ha nenkan 
8oku5sen-manen teido wo mikomu.

English: 
 With the total output of 18 000 kilowatts, revenue from electricity sales  
are expected to be around 850 million yen per year.

Example2 Future Reference Patterns

[Action]*[Object]*[State change]



Conclusions

-Future reference sentences contain  characteristic 
expressions

-Extracted characteristic patterns from future  
reference sentences

-F-score equal to 71%, with Precision equal 56%,  
and Recall equal 98%
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Future Works

- Improving Precision
- increasing the experiment data, using news according to 

genres 

-Verification of future reference patterns 

- Investigation of time changes of the event of 
   a future reference sentences
- using a detailed topic of news for a specific period

     for future prediction support
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Thank you
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